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Library put Calendar changes proposed for '90-91
behind bars
By Mike Kelly

The Xavier Newswire

By Lance Weislak

.The Xavier Newswire
Over the semester break, 40
faculty and students gathered at
McDonald Library to affix bar codes
to the 250,000 volumes housed in the
library. This is the first step in
installing a computerized card
catalog, planned to be in operation by
the fall of the 1990-91 academic year.
Twenty-two members of the
library's staff and 18 students finished about 95% of the main collection, yet the special collections,
microform and sound recordings will
be <;_ompleted at a later date.
Sandra Lindberg, head of the
library technical services, explained
the advantages of the new system.
"You don't have to write out call
numbers, and it also allows for
spelling errors. You can see right
away if a book has been checked out
or not." The system allows users to
do key, author, title and subject
searches. Professors·\vill be able to
diaLin from their-offices and-seilrcfr.: .
the catalog or reserve a book.
To replace the present card
catalog files will be 19 digital termi-.
nals in McDonald and two more will
also replace the files in the Lodge
Leaming Lab. All the terminals will
be connected via fiber-optic cables to
a Micro Vax 5400, which will have
lhe data base tape of the library.
Since 1971, Xavier has kept
records of the library's holdings on
tape. Last fall these tapes were sent
to a firm in Columbus, which translated the tape into the bar codes. The
data base tape is due on Feb; 1, and
will then be loaded into the mainframe computer.
Sometime over the summer the
system will become operational.
Although the system is now referred
to as OPEC-on line public access,
library officials are planning a contest
to name the new system in the S,pring.

The Executive Board, comprised of
the four campus vice-presidents,
recently decided to ammend the
academic calendar for the 1990-91
school year.
Classes for the fall semester would
begin after Labor Day, on Wed., Sept.
5. Exams would follow a schedule
similar to the one used presently.
Saturday classes will have exams on
Sat., Dec. 15, while weekday exams
will take place the following week,
from Mon. Dec. 17 through Fri., Dec.
21.
The spring semester would not
begin until Wed., Jan. 23. Spring
break, which encompasses the Easter
break, will last from Mar. 23 through
Apr. 1. Final exams will start Wed.,
May 8 and go through the weekend
to Tue., May 14.
Dr. Arthur Shriberg, one of the
initiators of the new schedule and
vice-president for Student Development, said, "the program is not set in

Newswire photo file

Left to right: Dr. Arthur Shriberg, Betsy Ferguson and Michael Kramer
stone," but he hopes the new scheddecided it wasn't necessary, when the
ule will be accepted.
administration offered to hear our
proposals."
Betsy Ferguson, president of the
According to Michael Kramer,
Student Government Association,
legislative vice-president of SCA,
was dissappointed that no students
"Senate has already passed an offical
were involved in the decision.
"Students were never contacted to see statement [which means all 16
senators signed it] which stresses
how they felt. They [the administraoppostion to the changes." Among
tion] thought it was a minimal
the five objections included in the
change. We do not," she said. She
Jan. 22 letter, were the short length of
also said infom1al petitions were
Senior Week and the timing of the
signed by many students, who were
student orientation program,
not pleased with the change. "We
Manresa, over Labor Day Weekend.
considered a formal petition, but
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Before 11,237 frenzied spectators at
Riverfornt Coliseum Monday evening, a determined Xavier basketball
team beat the odds and broke a nineyear jinx against the University of
Cincinnati by upsetting the Bearcats
'77-69.
All five XU starters reached
double-figures to pace the Muskie
attack, which beganin the opening
seconds of the game when the
Musketeers grabbed a six-point lead
and didn't stop until Keith Walker's
last second dunk.
The squad did more than shoot
well, however. Staak and company
came out of the locker room with the
intensity of a team that had something to prove.
"Apparently UC doesn't get

, News ............ pages 2, 3, 4
Perspectives ... pages 6, 7
February Calendar......
................. pages 8~ 9
Spor~s .. ~ ... pages 10, 11, 12
Diversions .... pages 13, 14
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excited about playing us," concluded
"We got relaxed and let them get
junior reserve Broderick Dow. "We
inside." XU's defense stiffened up,
had something to prove to our fans
however, and the Musketeers built
and to ourselves."
up an insurmountable 13-point lead
Co-captain Dwight Hollins agreed.
with 3:43 left.
"The guys across town don't seem to
To the delight of their fans, the
respect XU and we felt that we could
Muskies stalled away the final
play with them. Consequently, they
minutes, forcing UC to foul and
got caught with their feet in their
canning the free throws to seal the
mouths."
victroy.
The Muskies earned the respect of
David Anderson, the 6-7 leaper in
XU's frontcourt, intimidated UC's
the Bearcats for many years to come
inside shooters and dominated the
with an intense performance both
boards by nabbing 13 rebounds and
offensively and defensively to claim
blocking three shots. In addition,
Xavier's thirteenth victory in 47
Anderson tallied 15 points to clinch
encounters with their perennial rival.
the Hudepohl MVP award, a scholarAfler opening the attack on a
ship fund donated in his name by the
textbook tip-off score by David
Hudepohl Brewing Company.
Anderson, the Musketeers seemed
Anderson wasn't the only Musketcontent to stay close to UC, which
eer to shine, however, as senior guard
lead 12-11 with 14:10 remaining in
Keith Walker dazzled and singlethe first half. It was the last lead the
handedly destroyed the full court
Bearcats would enjoy, as the hotpress employed throughout the game
shooting Muskies outscored UC 18-4
by UC.
at that point to take a 29-16 lead. The
"No press can stop Keith," grinned
Bearcats, although later staging a
Hicks. "Whr~n you're playing against
noble come-back attempt, never
a guy like Kdth it's suicide to press."
recovered from that onslaught. The
Walker, who also dished out 11
half finished with XU shooting at a
· assists, scored 17 points while Jon
51 % pace, on top of the Bearcats,
Hanley poured in 18 and Hicks
which only shot 24%, by the score of
contributed ten to the Muskie attack.
37-21.
In the second half, XU lost its
Coach Bob Staak was very pleased.
"This is the happiest I've been," he
momentum long enough to give their
exclaimed after the game. "Our kids
fans a scare. As UC's Eddie Lee got
played well tonight, they hung
hot, XU watched its 18-point lead
together." In reference to UC's
dwindle to five at 56-51 with 10:36
comeback that threatened XU's le.:i:i..
, left in the game.
he replied that "The team showec: :·
"We were worried," recalled
lot of poise."
freshman guard Anthony Hicks.
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Right-to-lifers visit Washington D. C.

Marchers line streets to protest 1972 court case
WASHINGTON - Some
35,000 right·to·lifcrs, at least
one displaying tattoos
declaring "God is Pro-Life,"
jammed the streets Mo.nday
to protest the 17th anniver·
sary of the Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortion.
Many pushed baby
carriages festooned with
bumper stickers in the annual
"March for Life" from the
White House to the Supreme
Court.They were more
hopeful and determined than
ever to convince the court to
reverse its Roe v. Wade
ruling.
"The battle lines have
really been drawn," said
Eleanor Shumaker, 44, of
Richmond, Va., who said she
was attending for the first ·
time in 10 years because the
abortion fight is intensifying.
".It was very hard seeing
people marching in favor of
abortion ... It's killing."
The march combined
prayers, political speeches
and colorful performances.
As loudspeakers blared
"When the Saints Go Marching In," one man danced with
an effigy of the devil sporting
the sign "SatanicAbortion is
Hell on Earth." Identifying
himself as "Pro-Life Andy
Anderson" and declaring
that was his legal name, the
Reno, Nev., man said he was
running for lieutenant
governor.
"I'm a 20·year veteran,"
soid Anderson, 62, who has
"God is Pro-Life" tattooed on
both of his hands. "I'm
supposed to defend our
country against foreign
enemies, who have never
killed in all the wars com·
bined as many as we're
killing legally in our nation in
one year. If I can't defend my
country in our territory, I
have no right defending it ·
overseas."
Two women dressed as

clowns passed out or~ nge
and yellow balloons. 1 We
think God's smiling on
everyone here and wa~ts
eve.ryone to have .a smile on
their face, too,' said Judy .
McPherson, 48, of Westmm·
ster, Md., as 7he handed out
balloons to kids.
College students marched
alongside the elderly. People
in wheelchairs were pushed
down the street next to
infantsinstroller~Signsand

pins declared: "The Heart
Beats at Five Weeks" and
"Former Fetus. So Are You."
Pushing his six·month·old
daughter, Kathleen, in a
carriage decorated with a

"The battle li11es have
been drawn. It was vay
hard seeing people

f
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marching i1l avor o
abortion ... it's killing."
-Eleanor Shumaker
bumper sticker that said, "Let
My People Grow," Tom
Mosimann, 28, of Rockville,
Md., said he was disgusted
by the term "pro-choice."
"Choice refers to cable TV or
being able to choose your
schools," he said. "It does not
apply to the choice to kill
somebody."
While many talked about
the evils of abortion, others
said they were hopeful about
the future, citing the court's
July decision giving states
more power to restrict
abortion.
In a press conference
before the march; the National Right to Life Committee outlined anti-abortion
legislation it will seek in
more than 30 states this year.
Those include bills to ban
abortions for sex selection
and birth control and to give
fathers a voice in abortion

decisions.
President Bush spoke to
the marchers for 90 seconds
by telephone hook·up,
emphasizing the "self·
evident moral superiority of
adoption over abortion."
Speakers also read a letter
from former President
Ronald Reagan, who encourc
aged protesters to continue
their fight. "The pro-life job is
indeed still ours," he said.

Few pro-choice advocates
watched the rally. Instead,
they held a memorial service
near the Capitol before the
march for women ~ho have
died of illegal .aborti.o~s.
At the service, Wilham
and Karen Bell of lnd~anapo·
lis described how their 17·
year-old daughtel' died of an
illegal abortion in 1988
·
because of the Indiana
parental consent law. "How

can we l~!?islate or dictate .
that fa1111hes must com~uni·
cate?".a~ked Bell, o~cas1on·
~lly w1pmg aw~y his tears.
How can we dictate t~
~eople h~~ t~,ey react ma
time of cr1s1s? ·
By ROCHELLE SHARPE
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY I Apple College
Information Network
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XU students join the crowd
By Mike Kelly
The Xavier Newswire
The American Collegians
for Life (ACL) held their
annual conference, Jan. 20·
21, at Georgetown University in Washingtion D.C., in
conjunction with the Right·
to·lifc protest march ..
The Xavier chapter of
Students for' Life was repre·
sented at the conference by
11 students and one graduate. The two days were
filled with speakers and
workshops spanning a
variety of subjects fromfetal
experimentation to euthanasia to abortion to the political ramifications of pro·life
beliefs.
Chris LeSar, president of
Xavier's Students for Life,
said, "Because I went [to the
conference] last year, I knew
it would be both valuable
and comprehensive."
Maria Lovell, a junior and
member of the club, said of
the experience, "I was very
impressed with the variety
and quality of the speakers.
Not only did I learn lot
about the movement, but I
learned a lot about myself
and why I choose to support
the movement."

a

" photo by Ann Blom

The Xavier University representatives at last week's conference,
left to right: first row: Brian Martens, Chris LeSar, Paula B/0111;
second row: John Patterson, John Lovell, Marin Lovell; third row:
Brian Pntterson, Pnula Blom and Bill Bnssitt.
LeSar. hopes that the trip · than simply saying 'no' to
and its message will help
abortion. There are better,
more activity onto campus.
. more positive, ways to deal
Presently, he has made
with a crisis pregnancy; and
tentative plans for Dr. J.C.
it is these methods, that we
Willke, M.D., the current
promote and support."
president of the National
With this in mind, the club
Right to Life Organization, to donates money to The Maspeak on campus on Feb. 27. donna House in Newport,
LeSar also said, "The
Ky., which helps unwed
abortion issue is much more· mothers.

:COLLEGE TOURS!I
.

Ensure a sp_ot in the
yearbook!
Senior yearbook portraits will be .taken
from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Feb. 6 & 7
in'the Ohio Room,
University Center
NO CHARGE!

Packets will be available for purchase

presents

·

Spring Break
.· .. · .·· . •

·.
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CANCUN1

~ ~t~~TS

FROM .

$439

I

PRICE INCLUDES:·. ~lsc~u~I coupons good for com·
• Holel trilnslcrs to and from the
airport
• Roundtrlp airfare io Cancun;
• Lodging (4 per room) in a 3 or 4
star hotel.
• Private cocktail parties - FREE!
• Exclusive COLLEGE TOURS
Cancun Spring Break f.Shirt.

CONTACT:

.pllmentary drinks, and special
deals al local restaurants and
establishments. ·
• Exclusive parties at Cancun's
HOTTEST nlghl clubs.
• Best tan contests for guys and girls.
Special mid.week 3·hour 10 star party
with FREE drinks and food.
·
• Co·ed tournaments and beach evcntd

Laura - 281-1388
Courtney ~ 751-8407
or 1-800-395-4896
tZ:Z:::J-'
THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT !
·~]--~
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Banquet and scholarship to honor former student
By E. S. Wadlington Ill

The Xavier Newswire
Antonio Johnson was a
proud individuat and a
giving person, who would let
nothing stop him from
achieving. He was also an
individual who was dedicated to social change and
justice.
In rememberance of the
deeds of the late president of
the Afro-American Students
Association (AASA) of Xavier
the 14th Annual Antonio
Johnson Scholarship Award
and Banquet will be held
·Feb. 16 at the Phoenix. The
scholarship will be awarded
to a student who is active

with the Black Student
Association (BSA).
Whcn not pursuing his
musical talents, Johnson held
down a part-time job in a
brewery and continued to
achieve academically.
"Antonio was like a big
brother/' said Excel Walker,
Lab Technician for Procter &
Gamble, West Chester, and
friend and classmate of
Johnson.
For the year that Walker
and Johnson were room-.
mates, Johnson was hospitalized four times. Walker was
used to Johnson bouncing
back with energy after an
illness, "I was shocked at
Antonio's sudden death."
Joseph Charlton, Xavier

alumnus and city manager of
Muskegon Heights, Michigan, was another band
member. He snid "not only
was Antonio a lively person,
fun, with a good sense of
humor; he was generous with
time and money."
Johnson served in 1975 as
the president of the AASA. It
was during this year that he
asked Xavier president, the
Rev. R.W. Mulligan, S.J., to
endorse an AASA request for
funding from .the student
government.
On February 8, 1976
Johnson died of hepatitis at
General Hospital, his junior
year at Xavier. However,
before he died, Johnson
~rga!.:i:zed a_~!i_:!t_i_~~~~k

Awareness month in Fcbuary about quality cducntion,
of 1976.
career strategics and commuDuring the Blnck Awnrcnicntions.
ncss Weck in 1976, the AASA
Clyde Gray, co-anchor
named an achievement
of WLWT Channel 5, will be
award in Johnson's honor.
the master of ceremonies and
The organization later helped Kathy Wade, a Cincinnati
to establish an endowment
jazz vocalist, will perform.
for a scholarship in Johnson's
The community and
name.
students are invited to attend
In Feb. of 1983, the first
the banquet.
year of the scholarship, two
The AASA is now known
students received the award.
as the Black Student Action
Today, fourteen years
Association. Its purpose is to
later, the Antonio Johnson
help Afro-American students
Scholnrship is still thriving.
at Xavier receive the same
Patricia Russel-McCloud,
privileges and opportunities
attorney and professional
as other st.udents. The
orator, will give the keynote
university created the Urban
address at the Johnson
Affairs Office, known now as
Scholarship Awards Banquet. Minority Affairs, to assist
Russe!!_:_~!~-~-~~11 speak __
st_u_d_e_n_ts_.- - - - - - - - .

National Drug
Awareness
Week Events
Sunday, Febuary 4
Student Masses
Belleramine Chapel at 4:30
with Fr. Bischoff and at 10:00
with Fr. Ferone. Let us join
together to pray for those
ad vers\y affected by drugs,
their families and freinds.

Monday, Febuary 5

_ _ _ areer ove

Drugjeop;irdy
Kuhlman TV lounge.
Come ilnd enjoy the reill

thing.

Tuesday, Febuary 6
Movie: Less Than Zero
Alienation and drug abuse
are problems faced by
affluent Beverly Hills youth
in this gripping clra.ma based
on Bret Ellis' best selling
novel.

Know Your Enemy: A Drug
Jdcntfication Program
An objective and detailed
analysis of street drugs presented by DART: Drug
Abuse Reduction Task Force

Wednesday, Fe.buary 7

XavierU.
The National Security Agency will be on ca111pus February 5th
inteiviewing seniors majoring in co1nputer science and
. mathematics. Coop positions are also available.
See your placement office for 1nore details.
National.
Security
Agency·
The Opportunities of a Lifetime.
An rquaJ opponunlly l'IRplo,,.... U.S. dllzmshlp rtqulttd l'or appllcam and lmmrdlale lamllr .....oom.

Homepathic Medicine: The
Non-Prescription Alterna- .
tive
.,
Terrace room 7:00 by ['".
David F',hrey, director of·
Holist1.... . icalth Center: an
inside look at healing without dmgs.
Movie: Less Tllnn Zero
Tucker's Lounger at 8:30
Over The Counter: Under
The Table
WVXU Studio at 11:00. Be
a member of the live studio
audience and participilte inn
debate on the issue of drug
legalization. Passes for the
audience are available from
wvxu, 745-3736.
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Increase in sex Crimes elicits concern
Arthur Shtlwcross served
15 yell rs for raping tlnd
strnngling an 8-ymr-old girl,
only to launch ll new odyssey of terror upon his
reletlse. Now he is accused
of killing 11 women, many
of them prostitutes, in
Rochester, N. Y.
Society long has wrestled
with how to punish sex
offenders. Many experts still
argue no cure is in sight. But
with offenses up more than
50 percent in the past decade
- from 67,400 in 1980 to
106,300 in 1988 - others
insist there arc ways to treat
sex offenders, even if results
are mixed.
"Sex offenders are amenable to treatment, usually
by a combination of tech-.
niques," maintains Dr.
·Reuben Lang, consultant
psychologist at Canada's
Alberta Hospital in Edmonton.
In the United States,
communities battle for
answers. Lawmakers in
Washington state, frustrnted
over a recent series of sexrelated crimes, are calling for
violent offenders to be
castrated.
Sex offenders in Tennessee are being denied parole
because therapists are
· unwilling to certify, llS
required by law, that an
offender is unlikely to repeat

the crime.
In Greensburg, Pa., this
week, sex offender Smnucl
Powell, 42, was sentenced to
30 to 60 years in prison and the judge stipulated he
will have to submit to
chemical castration to be
eligible for early release.
Some experts argue that,
with no guaranteed cure in
sight, violent sex offenders
should not be set free.
"There's no known treatment
for the sexual, sadistic killer,"
said John Cochran, Oregon's
senior forensic psychologist.
"We have an obligation to the
rest of society ... to not let
them out."

"There's 110 known
treatme11t for the sexual,
sadistic killer. We have
an obligatio11 to the rest
of society . .. 11ot to let
them out."
- /oh11 Cochra11
But others say sex offenders can be targeted, possibly
even stopped. Pioneering
work by Dr. John Money,
director of the Psychohormonal Research Unit
at the johns Hopkins School
of Medicine in Baltimore,
suggests children who
witness or are vie ti ms of
abnormal sexual behllvior
develop "paraphilias" -

Experience
the Beauty, Year-Round
You can experience the beauty of the Canyon year-round as an
employee with GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK LODGES.
We have openings throughout the year for both experienced
workers and those beginning their careers. Wages range from
$3.85 to $8.00 per hour. (Overtime is paid after 8 hours in a day
or 40 hours in a week at time and one-half.)
You must be at least 19 to apply, have a professional appearance
and a people-oriented attitude. Dormitory style housing is located
within the Park and housing charges of $16 weekly will be
deducted from your wages. Couples are welcome, but housing
is not available for children. (Sorry, no pets allowed.) Meals are
available at reduced rates.
·
Initial work agreements are written for
periods from 3 months to 6 months with
bonuses up to $500 for completion of
agreement. Early arrivals may extend
their agreements to a maximum 7 month
agreement for a $700 bonus.
To lnrn more about our opportunltl••, atop
In for a pereonal lntervl-, no phone c.ill•

who in likelihood will go on
to commit violent acts."
Meantime, most sexoffendcr treatment programs
rely on more time-honored
techniques. At Alberta
Hospital, participants enroll
in intensive therapy, undergo
lessons on controlling anger
and are trained in social
skills. Other clinics depend
heavily on Depo-Provera, a
synthetic hormone com- " ·
monly used to induce
"chemical castration." But
Lang said part of the problem
is that treatment, regardless
of form, stands little chance
unless offenders acknowledge guilt. Many refuse to do
so.
Most violent sex offenders
Estimatedto1~1·ui a.i~~it~<.
are identified as needing help·
for sex oft ens es (E!x_clu~ing·y .·
only after they already are
forcible rape !:ln~·pio4W@~~);
behind bars, where little or
no emphasis is placed on
therapy. Worse, alleged
offenders often plead guilty
1980
67 406.
to lesser crimes, masking the
1981
12bod
sexual nature of their mis1982
78 sod!
f19a3
•··
szood deeds.
Shawcross, of Watertown,
:[1984
97,aod;i ..•.
N.Y., was charged with
.
:
manslaughter in the early
1970s for allegedly raping
''.1987
100 100
and strangling an 8-year-old.
''1988
106,306!
I -=·==J\·==<t:::·:::·= ::;::,..,,,,,.,,..,......,,,...,,.,....,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,,...,..,.,.,.,.,.::::::=
Prosecutors a ppa ren ti y
struck
a deal: in exchange for
[ __ ~~r:e_:_F_B1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
the lesser charge, he led them
Frank Pompa, Gannett News Service
to a second body, a 10-yearold boy. ·
judgment," she said. Many
Shawcross has pleaded
also were reared by a meninnocent in 10 of the Rochestally ill parent and experiter deaths. Poi ice suspect him
enced strong feelings of
in the 11th killing, but, again~
paranoia: "Among kids
no sex-related charges are
coming through the juvenile
involved.
court system," she said, "you
By the time violent sex
can really distinguish those
sexual distortions- that
later surface.
Money and other researchers are experimenting with
progesti1.1s, synthetic forms of
the hormone progesterone
designed to block the male
sex hormone.
. Dorothy Otnow Lewis,
professor of psychology at
New York University School
of Medicine, contends
would-be sex offenders could
be treated if identified at very
young ages. Many such
children "have had the kind
of accidents or injuries that
impair impulse control and

se·x•·_.·.oft~ti§@·~•:••·:···

. .·. · ·
:1:~11:~_11·1::·-:1:_,:1:1.-=·:·.:1·:_:.1:·1·1:,.1:1:·1::11:11w1~1r11

i.:~ ~~~
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offenders reach adulthood
they often can mask their
dark sides, experts say.
During the years he
strangled 33 boys and young
men in the 1970s, John
Wayne Cacy, a Chicago
building contractor, was
considered a civic-minded
Jaycee.
After shooting to death his
domineering grandmother,
· Edmund Emil Kemper III
behaved himself in a California prison and won a release.
. He slaughtered half a dozen
women between. 1972 and .
1973, then killed his mother
and her best friend before
turning himself in.
Medical authorities and
civil rights activists dismiss
castration. "It's a terrible
idea," said Lewis. "An
emotional overreaction to a
terrible series of tragedies,"
said Jerry Sheehan, legislative
director for the American
Civil Liberties Union of
Washington state.
· But others argue therapy
alone is not the answer. Dr.
Russell Barton, former
director of the Rochester
Psychiatric Center, says
violent sex offenders cannot
be cured "with any degree of
certainty." "I think it's
dishonest for people to say
they treat (them) and say
they have any degree of
success," he said.
By CAROL BRADLEY and
DIANA L. TOMB©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY I
Apple College Information
Network.

DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

GEORGE WINSTON
A SOLO PIANO CONCERT • WINTER SHOW

~IJJJl~l\\\\~
------------------------ ----·

accepted:

Interviews
Friday, February 2, 1990
9AM-4:30PM
Ramada Inn-Northeast
5901 Pfeiffer Road
(1-71 at Exit 15)
Cincinnati, OH

TAFT THEATRE
Cincinnati

Tuesday, February 13 ° 7:30 pm

GRAND CANYON
National Park Lodges

Tickets are $16.50 and $14. 50, available at
all Ticketrnaster Ticket Centers, including select
Lazarus and All About Sports.
Charge By Phone 749-4949.

Personnel Dept.
·
P.O. Box 699
.
Grand Canyon, AZ 86023
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

;

-·~·

Plet1sc join us in support of the Cincinnt1ti Free Store
Food Bank by bringing a can off ood to the concert. There
will be collection baskets t1t the cntrt1nces.
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You are corcfia{{y invited- to attencf
a semiforma{ niglit ce{ebrating

'The Xavier 9\[f,wswire S
75tli .9Lnniversary
8:30 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Saturday, ~e6ruary 17, 1990

Xavier 'University Center
Afain 'Dining $pom

Master of Ceremonies
:J{jck, C{ooney
'.Donationof $12.50 per person requested
Student tickgts $5.00
yt{( proceeds to 6enefit

'Ifie Xavier 1\{f,wswire Scfio{arsliip
~uncf
Casli 6ar and liors d'oeuvres
Music spanning tlie past 75 years

I

I

Specia{ 'l\fijf{e ancf Si{ent Yluction
featuring Cincinnati Afecfia
Afemorabi{ia:
~lf@JJll!rl ~11, = Yln Origina{ Print Gy
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Academic calendar
Students should have been
involved ·in the decision to
adapt the 1990-91 calendar
Many students at Xavier are not aware of the
changes being made in the 1990-91 calendar.
Why are students not aware of these changes?
Because the students of Xavier were not consulted about the fall, 1990 ·school start date of
Sept. 5, nor were they consulted about the
spring, 1991 exam schedule from May 8-14
which spans across a weekend.
Dr. Joan Connell~ academic vice president,
gave two reasons for the change in the exam
schedule. She stated that one reason for-the
change would be the advantage of having an
extra weekend to study for exams. Her second
reason for the change is that spanning exams
across the weekend would shorten the period of
time when students were out of school but still
on campus.
Students at Xavier University have rarely, if
ever, been consulted about the calendar, and,
perhaps, now it is time that the students of
Xavier shrmld be aware of the changes being
made. For with any change, there is an effect,
no matter how si:nall it may be. A later start date
of Sept. 5, 1990, may be good for some but a
problem for others. For example, many students
have already lined up a job for the summer.
They have said when they will be able to start
and when they will be leaving. Now, they will
have to change that leave date for one week later
than planned. Also, many families plan vacations around when their student will be home
for summer break. Since students were not
aware of this later change in the fall start date,
most have not informed their families about this
change thereby affecting family vacations.
Students should be consulted, surveyed or at
least m:ade aware of what is going on for their
benefit or harm.
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Ignorance and morality,
re-thinking an abortion stance
drastically among women on economically and racially
the lower end of the socioeco- . elitist.
. Undeniably, our nation ..
nomic scale. What does this
·has
a' terrible problem with
tell
us?
It
tells
us
that
last
By William Cunion
illegitimate
a.nd unwanted.
Court
year's
Supreme
Newswire Columnist
pregnancy.,However, ·
decision allowing states .to
When I first arrived at this restrict abortions affects the
. criminalyzing abortion will
school a year-and-a~half ago,
not solve the problem. First,
wealthy very little; If a rich
I was a fervent anti-abortion- · woman wants an abortion,
we must flood children with
ist. I could never be consex education as early as
she will have no trouble
vinced otherwise, as I always getting one, even if she must
elementary schooL Second,
had the final word: "Murder
the use of birth control must
travel to another state. But a
is wrong." To deny this
be widely promoted. Aborpoor woman? Unless she
statement would be ignorant, wants to risk her own life in a tion aside, with today's threat
but I'm afraid that there is ·
of AIDS,.it is long.past time
much more to this argument.
for the Catholic Church to
It discourages me that
revise their stand against
those of us who are probirth control. The church's
choice are considered inhu- .
method of birth control is
mane and heartless by most
··. preaching abstinence, and,
others, for it truly breaks my
·sadly, it does not seem to be
heart to think of the millions
working. Perhaps the church
of children being deriied their
needs to change.
right to live before their lives
In the early years of this
even begin. However, our
country, sickness was often
country's laws are not based
treated by draining large
on morality.- Thus, the
..
quantities of the patient's
morality of abortion is strictly
blood. Of course, tne sick
photo by Michele Sulka
a personal issue, not a matter
often died directly because of
Wllliam Crmion
of law.
administered loss of the
So if morality cannot be
back aliey, she is economib.lood. I thought humans
used to argue against legalcally forced to give .birth.
were beyond this type of
ized abortion, this leaves us
And so begins yet another
thinking. Aooarentlv not.
generation of people too;;
only with facts. The fact is
Heave you .with this
that the abortion rate has
despondent to breakoutof·. . thought thatlread in an
increased little since abortion the welfare trap. As with our advertisement:How would
was legalized in 1973 ..
wonderful.dea.th.penalty;
· you like the police to investiHowever, it has i.ncreased
abor.tion willbecome both
- ate your miscarriage?
•
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A Student Go'lernrrienfcolT\menf Oncfopinion columl'l
By Brad Ruwe
Senator
Xavier University is an
institution with a rich academic tradition. Improvements and renovations ·
specifically i.n the Brockman
Hall, Xavier Village, Elet ·
Hall, library accessibility
and a new science building
have enhanced the attrac- ·
tiveness of Xavier as a first~ ·
class university. Accordingly, Xavier has experienced record-setting enrollments during the last few
years. Due to the great
influx of undergraduate admissions a pp Ii cations,
. Xavier needs to become in~
.creasingly competitive with.
acceptances.
When. I applied to Xavier,
I was surprised that there
was not an essay on the
application. A solution to

this problem is to ind tide a
required essay on the application for undergraduate admission. Notonly would this
allow the admissions com- ·.
mittee to selectively choose
the most qualified students,
but this also would· establish··
Xavier University as a school
interested in standards
beyond simply a name, score
and telephone number. A, ·
possible drawback is that too
extensive an essay may tum
students away from applybut the goal here is some
ing. Consequently, an essay
additionalwork, but the
allowing the potential
goal here is to attrad the·
student to express his or her
most committed students.
diversity withoutstringent
Despite charigirig demolength requirements will help · graphic trends toward
eradicate the problem of lost lower enrollments, the time
.applications; For many stuto establish Xavier as a·
dents, the essay would not be selective university is now.
an inhibition, as they have
The essay will give the
already prepared numerous . admissionscommittee
essays for other collegiate inmore to work with and will
stitutions. Others may need · augment Xavier's status as
to do some additional work, . a competitive university.
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a column
devoted to
student and
staff opinion

"I think it's better to start
school after the holiday.
People who live far away can
be with their families longer.
As for the new exam schedule, it gives us an extra
weekend to study."

"By starting one week
later, it gives you one extra
week to work and make all
your last minute errands.
Having the exams spread
over the weekend affects the
individual only if they need
that extra weekend to study."

- Doug Jones, sophomore,
management information
systems

- Jennifer Neuss, junior,
entrepreneurship/international affairs
'

"I'm totally against the
change in the schedule. I
don't see why it needs to be
changed ... I'm used to it.
When August comes around,
I'm ready to go back to
school. As for the change in
the exam schedule, the
weekend might even interrupt your studying."
- Andy Wiley, sophomore,
management information
systems

"Starting later in the year
is not bad at all . ; . it's fine
with me. If the administra,tion wants the exams broken
up over the weekend, the
students are going to party.
Plus, all the pressure builds
up ... it's tremendous!"

- Nicole Beeler, freshman,
communication arts

"I don't really like the later
date for starting school. If we
had a shorter Christmas
break, say three weeks, we
could get out earlier in May.
The new exam schedule gives
you two extra days to study!
I could sacrifice one weekend!"
. - Mike Dugan, sophomore, biology

"The n·ew schedule change
affects me 'greatly. If we start
later in the year, we have
more time to be with our
families, especially if we live
far away. But, it's better to
start earlier in the year so we
can sacrifice one week from
summer break to make
Christmas break longer."
-Adrienna Nevarez,
freshman, international
affairs'

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Execution letter superficial
actual executions. These
costs are also available to,
and incurred by, persons
incarcerated for life for
crimes committed against
society.
In my personal
opinion, the article sounds
as if the author merely
regurgitated the text of the
announcement for the
"Death Penalty 101" seminar. I would like to see
more creative journalism
and more in-depth analysis
on the editorial pages. I am
sorry, Ms. Bernardo, but
such complex issues as the
death penalty cannot be
addressed in such a brief,
unprepared letter.
Here's to better
thought in your editorials.
- Bany M. Kidd

rrfie '
Xavier
'J\(g,wswire
wi{{ de{iver
. ..,7 your o/a{entine-••
tkis ~e6ruary
14th ...
. . . but we can't
guarantee a
rep{y!!!

NATIONAL·
COLLEGIATE DRUG
AWARENESS WEEK

University MinistryVideo Broadway Series: "Me &
Tape Series: "Joy" with
My Girl" through 2/11
Father Anthony de Mello
CP&PRESUME
•Opening Reception: Daniel 12:10 p.m., Ohio Room
WORKSHOP.
Nader Sculpture Exhibit
SGA Meeting
XU Gallery at Cohen Center
SAC Meeting

~r~.~=fs:

ii

~

ROiier .
skating party

;LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY

:·,.

u~
[for just $2 you'{{get up to 20
words to say "I Love ~ou, "or
whatever otfier ··message you 'c{[i~ tosenc£to tfie 9\[p. 1
Afusf(je in your {ije.
~ -a{{submissionssubject toMlllll
-~
approval
.Personafs aue 6y (Friday,
(Fe6. 9, 1990, 5 p.m.
'Use tfie cfip-out form
Miii
onpage15.

Un_iversity Ministry Video
Tape Series: "Life" with
"Development of the FirstFather Anthony de Mello. Line Supervisor" Seminar,
l2:10p.m., Ohio Ro_om
CBA
SGA.Meetin. g .

·7Jij)
.. ··•.·,.

PRESiDENTS DA y
..
. . M' .
V'd
Umvers1ty imstry i eo
bream Alive: A Dramatic Tape Series: "Freedom" ;
Muskal Presentation
with Father Anthony de I
Kim and Reggie Harris: 'A Mello. 12:10 p.m., Ohio ·
MusiCal Tribute," ·
Room
.
"""

v

0
e·fi.o.rsign-u~

.
.

.,

..

.
_.;.

'

'

Bookstore: Ringdays
through 2/23
·

SAC M t ·

University Ministry Vide9
Tape Series: "Love" with?
Fat.her Anthony de Mello,
12:10 p.m., Ohio Room

Minority Affair~ sponS()iS
studerit preview o( · . . · ...
"Fences" at Playhouse in ·
the Park

SGA Meeting

'

SAC Comedy Sel'ies:
A.J. Jamal,9 p.m.,
DownUnder

eemg~-.
. .· .· ·

Min is try trip to
" · Appalachia · ·

Xl] ~layers present: a
;~sl'ecialMatinee
.
::performance of ''West
Side Story," 2 p.m.,
Theatre

11$J

l

.·. fer
D···.eaUniversity
. dl·i·.·n· ·.

>

SAC Meetillg

lB

i'Bfack StudentVisitatfon

~
3p.m.,Theatre/EJ

SAC presents harpist.
Harvey Griffin, Theatrt?

~

. ,· . · ....
· .· .· . ·
.· · . .

SAC Meetillg

Friday

Thursday
··==:=:=:=:=::::::l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!i!i

J::tt

Mermaid Tavern Poetry
Reading - Regis Room ,
7:30 p.m .. featuring Donald
Revell

u

SAC Film:
2:30 & 7 p.m., Theatre
· Rick Kelley
9 p.m.
Down Under
Broadway Series: ''Me &
My Girl" through 2/11

CP&P JOB SEAR.CH
.WORKSHOP

CP&PRESUME
WORKSHOP

WJS: The Jim
McGary Trio 9:30
p.m. ,DownUnder

Mermaid Tavern meeting:
7:30 p.m .. , Kuhlman
Lounge
Men's Basketball
against Marquette~.
Cincinnati Gardens,

SAC Meeting

Final day to register for
May Graduation
"Snowball": A Winter
Dance, Longworth
Design Center, 9 p.m.
Quest
Retreat

Wftllil~~ll' IHt0>IlfttrJ~<il.f

NO CLASSES

Saturday
Men's Basketball
against Dayton,
Cincinnati Gardens,
Sp.m.
Quest
Retreat

NCAA SectionalRifle
Championships

Lenny ,Kravitz: Live
on-air performance on
91.7 WVXU-FM,
Nightwaves, 12 a.m.

8:05p.m.
~
Xavier Players
~
Meeting, 3 p.m.,
CJ
Kelley Auditorium .
SAC presents harpist.
Harvey Griffin, Theatrt?

SAC Filin: 2:30 & 7 p.m.

VALENTINE'S DAY

Bookstore: Ring days
"Development of the First- through 2/16
Line Supervisor" Seminar, WJS: Calibe.r
9:30 p.m.
CBA
Down Under
SAC Meeti11g
oo.·.·.·.:·
. i·1.. :

.U$3.

.

~·

Preliminary Meeting for Spring
Appalachia Trip ·
·

SAC Comedy Series:
A.J. Jamal, 9 p.m.,
Down Under
Bookstor.e: Ringdays
through 2/23
·
SAC Meeting~·
.
.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

,·...·.·•

.

.

'

....,

~

SAC Film: 2:30 & 7 p.m.

Nf'WSWirt

75fh

A'llnfofrsflry s,rrni- .
ff.IT'ltHJJ

;p,mly:

lYJ'.fl i 11 Di wi 11 g JR. riarn.
B:Zfv ;p.m, ·
'

Mid.night Movie

'

~··
XU Players present:
·"West Side Story"
thru 2/28, 8 p.m.,
Theatre

Madness:"lt
Came From
Outer Space,"
12 a.m., Grill

.

'

..

:_ ,;,;.•

WJ·
.. •.

XU Ministry lecture: "The
Zen Workshop (overMessage of Zen Budnight) 9 a.rn., 6th floor
dhism," 7:30 p.m., Terrace . Kuhlman
Room
Parish Soup Kitchen
Broadway Series: "Cats"
Midnight Movie
thru 2/25
Madness: "Duck
Soup," 12 a.m.
Grill

·~:
..

·.

_,.·

Men's Basketball
against Evansville,
Cincinnati Gardens-,
8:05 p.m.

Amnesty International.
Meeting: 2 p.m. in the
Dorothy Day House

·3!J·

Minority Affair~ seo~S()~S 'Ash Wednesday .
..•..
studerit preview of ·
·· .. . Masses in Bellarmine:. 8 a.tfz;,
"Fences" at Playhouse in ,
7:30; 10
the Park

·noon, s,

p.m..

·

SAC Meetillg

·~·
:·!JI··
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Swimmers race. to solid season
XU vs. UC: the
battle continues
as a team. I couldn't have
asked for a better trip."
The Xavier Newswire
The success of the trip
mirrors the successes that
As many on Xavier's
both teams have experienced
campus prepared for the cold
this season. The Lady
in 1987 and 1988, when
and snowy weather synm~y
Muskies to date post a 6-7-2
Xavier's Byron Larkin and
mous with a winter break,·
record.
After starting the
Cincinnati's Roger McClenthe Xavier University men's
season
hampered
by several
don lit up the scoreboard. But
and women's swim teams,
injuries and illnesses, the
this year, of the ten probable
instead, prepared to test and
women's team has come on
starters for tonight's game,
refir1e their skills in the sunny strong over the past few
eight of them are averaging
and mild climate of Florida.
weeks, culminating with a
above 12 points per game.
On January 3, a total of .
solid finish at the recent All
Leading the Bearcats is junior twenty-one men and women
Louis Banks. Last year, Banks from both squads left Cincin- · Ohio Invitational. Freshmen
Molly Humbert (1650 yd.
led all scorers with 28 points,
nati for Jacksonville to
freestyle) and Joanne Wisswhile grabbing nine repractice and train at the
man ( 500 yd.freestyle) both
bounds. The 6'5" forward is
University of North Florida.
set
school records at the
·averaging 17.8 rebounds per
During their stay, the Musmeet,
while freshman Cara
game.
keteers swam against Buffalo
Perreault
(backstroke) and
The Musketeers will
State University in a meet in
Karen
Weiser
(butterfly) have
counter him with senior Tywhich both the men and
also recently turned in strong
rone Hill. Second in the .
women were victorious.
performances.
Midwestern Collegiate
Coach Madonis sights
The
Lady
Muskies
won
a
Conference in rebounding
11-0
forfeit
while
the
men
maturity
and perseverance as
(13.2 rpg) and third in
won a surprisingly easy 137.5 the keys to the women's
scoring (20.9 ppg), UC will
success this year. "The
to 87.5 victory over a strong
have their work cut out for
Buffalo
State
squad.
The
women's team has really
them ..
worked
hard as a unit. I
Musketeers
ended
the
trip
in
Guiding the 1990 Bearcats
Orlando,
Florida,
where
they
think
that
this year they're
is coach Huggins. Huggins,
trained
hard
for
two
days
ready
to
get
some respect in
in his first season with the
the
conference."
before
returning
home
on
Bearcats has helped turn
The men's swim team has
January 10th. Said Coach
around a team that went just
Tassos
Madon
is,"
It
was
a
also
shared in the success this
15-"\2 lc1st season. Xnvier
season.
At 12-6, the men's
spectacular
trip.
We
put
in
counters with fifth vcilr coach
team has alrcadv set a record
fifteen thousand yurds per
Pete Gillen. In his f~ur
tor number of vvins in a
day and really grew together
"Crosstown Shootouts,"
Gillen is 2-2.
UC leads this series, 38-18
thanks in part to a 23 game
stretch where Xavier won
only two games. Bu_t since
1978, the series has been
By M.G. Eitz
back-and-forth, with six wins
The
Xavier Newswire
for Cincinnati and six for
Xavier.
After a narrow victory
For those new to this
over the Detroit Titans last
game, be prepared. You are
week, the Xavier men's
about to see one of the
basketball
team regrouped to
greatest rivalries rock the
defeat the Butler Bulldogs,
Gardens, rattle the city and
81-57.
shake the country. Everyone
The Jan. 27 game before
hold on, it's the 'Cats and
7,016 fans at the Cincinnati
Muskies in the game that
Gardens helped the Muskies
decides it all.
extend their current winning
streak to three, while increasing their Midwestern Collegiate Conference record to 5By Jeff Martini

By David Stubenrauch

The Xavier Newswire
Date: February 1, 1989
Time: 10:00 p.m.
Place.: Cincinnati Gardens
The University of Cincinnati
Bearcats just defeated the
Xavier Musketeers, 86-76,
before 8,638 screaming fans.
Not two minutes after the
loss, Musketeer fans were already starting a chant."Revenge, re-venge, re-venge ... "
Date: One year later.
"RE-VENCE, RE-VENCE,
RE-VENCE ... "
The time is once again
here. Time for alumni to find
their old letter sweaters and
students to slip into their
brightest blue-and-whites. It
is time for Cincinnati to place
all sporting events on hold
until tomorrow. It's time for
the "Crosstown Shootout."
Unlike many of the past
XU-UC games, this one will
hold a lot of imporlunce for
both teams. Xavier, 15-2, is
Jooking to continue to hang
on to their /123 Associated
Press ranking. Cincinnati, 128, is hoping to help their
chances of a post-season
tournament by beating
another top-ranked team. So
far this year, the new and
improved Bearcats have
beaten Louisville and
Minnesota, both in the AP
Top 20.
Another aspect that should
keep all fans on the edge of
their seats is the great scoring
power of these two teams. Jn
years past, it has always been
one-on-one showdowns, like

season. Moreover, swimmers
like John Colegrove (middle
distance), John Fischer
(sprint freestyle), Dave
Maersch (J.M.), Phil Summe
(butterfly) and Jason Tinker
(backsroke) have provided
the Muskies with a solid
nucleus heading into the
conference meet. .
Coach Madonis.finds some
of the men's success this year
linked to attitude:" After
going 4-14 last year, our
theme for the men this year is
that it's 'payback time'. They
have really lived up to that
all season. If we carry that
attitude into the conference
meet this year, we will really
end on a high note."
As the season comes to a
close, both squads are
putting their success behind
them and are focusing on the
MCC Conference Meet to be
held Feb. 8-10, at Notre
Dame. " As we practiced
together this year, we all
became good friends and ·
supported each other, both
in and out of the pool," says
freshman Molly Humbert.
Hopefully, the Muskies will
use some of their comradery
and spirit to post some
impressive results at this
year's finals.

1.

Senior forward Tyrone
Hill led the Muskies with 19
points and 11 rebounds,
while teammate Derek
Strong contributed 15 points
and 4 rebounds.
The Muskies jumped to
an early lead, ending the first
half with a three-pointer at
the buzzer from freshman
guard Jamie Gladden,
making the half time score
35-19.
Xavier's defensive efforts
allowed only six turnovers.
Coach Pete Gillen was
especially proud of his team.
"I told our guys 'we're a very
disliked team. We've got to

.

.

Photo by D. C. Wolff

]umpin' Jamal drives to the hoop against Butler . .
play well."'
Junior forward Colin
Parker nailed two consecutive three-pointers in the
second half to give him a
total of 8 points.
Among the MCC, X.U.
players continue to compile
individual statistics. As of
Jan. 28, Hill ranks second in
both field goal percentage

and rebounds, and third in
scoring. Sh'.ong is currently
third in rebounding behind
Hill, fourth in free throws,
and fifth in field goal percentage. Also appearing in
the MCC charts are junior .
guard Michael Davenport,
junior guard Jamal Walker,
and freshman forward Aaron
Williams.

I
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MCCNOTES
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Compiled by Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire

A sport by any
other. name ...
By David Stubenrauch

The Xavier Newswire
Answer me this.question, if Y.OU will.· What is sport?
In other words,.what .activities, that many of us enjoy,
really constitute a sport? The dictionary defines sports as
"physical activity engaged in for pleasure." Webster's
answer to. the question is very vague. For example, I find
walking out of my theology lecture (a physical activity)
very pleasing, yet I doubtvery much if anyone thinks this
is a sport.
·
·
So I feel it is my duty to give a proper definition to the
world on what sport is.
Sport is "a competitive event between two or more persons, teams or areas, where the chance of becoming the
champion, or winner, of that sport is equal for all particpants at the beginning of the event," so says Stu be.
This means that hunting and fishing are not sports.
That's right, bass fans. Fishing is NOT a sport. This is
because only the fisherman can win and only the fish can
lose. If the fisherman doesn't catch the fish for whatever
reason, they call it a draw, as they both go away no more
for the wear. This violates the part of my definition that
states that each participant has an equal chance of winning.
The same goes for hunting. Not until they let animals carry
guns will I ever acknowledge hunting as a sport.
So what activities qualify? Well, there are the basics:
baseball, football, basketball and hockey. But how about
truck and tractor pulls? Assuming that these events are not
fixed, they do qualify. Of course, this means that profes- .
sional wrestling is out (sorry, Hulkamaniacs).
Finally, one more note. Although golf and bowling do
meet the requirement as being sports, playirig these events
by oneself does not count. It's kind of like claiming to go
out on a date with Christie Brinkley; no one will ever
believe you when you tell them you scored.

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN
JUST 10 DAYS!!!

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

The Midwestern Collegiate
Conference named junior
guard Karen Robinson of
Notre Dame player of the
week. Robinson scored 16
and 22 points to lead the Irish
to victories over Loyola and
Marquette respectively. She
was 12 for 25 from the field,
14for15 from the line, and
totaled 16 assists and seven
steals for the week.
Notre Dame remains the only
unbeaten team in men's and
women's conference play.
The Lady Irish picked up two
more conference wins to up
their record to 4-0. One of
those victories was over
Loyola, 85-72. They lead the
MCC in five team statistical
categories: field goal percent
age, opponent field goal
percentage, scoring offense,

News from around
the Midwestern Collegiate Conference

scoring defense and scoring
The 1990 MCC Basketbri 11
Championships, which take
margin.
place March 8-10 in Dayton,
Evansville's DeanneStany
and Detroit's Cheryl Day tied have made all-session tickets
available at the Dayton ticket
career bests in scoring. Stany
guided the Aces to victory
office. The ticket to the event
over Xavier with 30 points,
includes admission to seven
while Day scored 29 points in · men's contests and three
women's games. The cost is
defeating Akron.
$30. If interested, call (513)
229-4433.
MCCTOURNAMENT

Concession
Workers
Accepting applications 1990-91 at Cincinnati Zoo at Main Restaurant .. $4.50 an hour.
Position availible at
zoo and City GolfCourses.
Xavier University

396-7400

Q10'J

welcom11

3915 Montgomery

~-----~---------------~

Objective: Fundraiser
S:ommitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
S:ost: Zero inv.estment

: One large Hawaiian Delight Pizza :

Campus organizations,
clubs, frats, sororities call
OCMC: 1 (800) 932-0528 I
1 (800) 950-8472, ext. 10

l s1oso

:

I
I

I'
I

I
I
I

. :;:;

1:1:·11•

This Tun • Feti 6

Get one large 14" original pizza
with Ham, Pineapple and Double
Cheese for only $10.50.

:

I

Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Valid at participating locations
only. Coupon required. Not valid on Domino's Pan Pizza. Saies tax
·additional where applicable. Offer expires February 28, 1990.
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small
Hawaiian Delight Pizza
. . ..

:$7·.5~0
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I Get one 1O" original pizza
I with Ham, Pineapple and
1 Double Cheese for only $7.50.

J sTANLEY H.-KAPl.AN·. .
TakeKaplimOrTakeYourClianceS.

CLASSES Begin February 10th
Call821-2288 for further
information

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST
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Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Valid at participating locations
only. Coupon required. Not valid on Domino's Pan Pizza. Sales tax
additional where applicable. Offer expires February 28, 1990.
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----------------------HELP WANTED!
@l990 Domino's Plzia, l~c. o~i drl~ers carry less ihan s2o~oo. Delivery area Hri.lted to ensure
sale driving. Valid al P•rtlclpatlng locations only. Sales tax additional where applicable.
PART TIME AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE!
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Xavier fends off. a Lady Muskies 'sham-rocked' by Irish
'Clash of .the Titans'
By Dave Morano

The Xavier Newswire

By Chris Meyer

The Lady Muskies' modest
three game home winning
streak came to an abrupt halt
Thursday night as the Notre
Dame Lady Irish defeated
Xavier, 92-59 at Schmidt
Fieldhouse.
Junior forward Julie
Campbell lead the Lady
Muskies with 19 points and
seven rebounds, while
sophomor~ center Lori
Knannlein added 10 points.

The Xavier Newswire
Xavier, up by as much as
16 points in the first hnlf,
barely escaped an upset,
defeating MCC-foe Detroit,
88-83, Jan. 25, in front of 7, 136
fans at the Gardens. Before
the Muskies took the court,
they must have overlooked
their motto, written on the
locker-room wall, "Xavier
Basketball; Play Hard; Play
Together."
Detroit closed the gap to
within 4 points, 85-81, when
Detroit's Bill Wood hit a
three-pointer with 51 seconds
left. Xavier inbounded the
ball to senior forward Tyrone
Hill, who then elbowed
Detroit's.Paul Williams'
stomach, sending Williams to
the free-throw line. Williams
missed the front end of a oneand-one. Hill knocked down
the rebound, and finally,
Coach Pete Gillen could wipe
the sweat off his brow.
"Detroit came in, played
harder, and were much
hungier than we were," said
Coach Gillen. "Every mistake we could have made, we
did."
"We cannot play like that
again," said Tyrone Hill, who
led the Muskies with 23
points, while grabbing 19
rebounds. "We gave up on
our defense, and physically,
we were out of it."
Freshmnn guard Jamie
Gladden played an exceptional game, scoring a career
high 20 points for Xavier,
going 8 for 9 from the freethrow line. "Gladden is a

Notre Dame led, 39-22 at
the half and quickly put to
rest any Xavier comeback
bids as the Lady Irish shot
81 % from the field in the
second half. The loss puts the
Muskies at 5-6 for the year,
and 1-2 in conference play,
while Notre Dame remains
undefeated in their conference.
Junior Guard Kim Blanton
scored a career high 26 pts. in
the Lady Muskies' Jan. 20 7762 victory over St. Louis.
Blanton shot 4 of 5 threepointers, and was recently

ranked 13th in the nation for
three-point.shooting accuracy. She leads the conference
with an average of 2.1 threepointers made per game.

Other notable individual
results as of Jan. 22 include
sophomore center Tracey
Trgovac's 6th place ranking
in the MCC for 11 blocked
shots.· Knannlein is currently
9th with a total of 10 blocked
shots. Sophomore guard
Sheryl Krmpotich's 36 assists
(3.3 average) places her at 9th
among the MCC.

Annual rivalry honors former coaches

Tradition at stake against Dayton
By M. G. Eitz

The Xavier Newswire
photo by D.C. Wolff

Dwayne Wilson nails the onehanded jumper last Thursday
night against Detroit.
good player," said Detroit
forward Shawn Williams,
who led all scorers with 27
points. "Not only can he
score, he can play good 'D'
(defense)."
A big standing ovation
must go to Muskie center
Derek Strong, whose secondhalf reverse "slarn-a-jamma"
brought the entire crowd to
its feet. Strong scored 14
points for the night and
grabbed 14 rebounds. "We
just have to improve versus
Butler," said Strong. "Coach
(Gillen) will definitely give
us a hard practice."

The Xavier Musketeers
and Dayton Flyers will once
again meet for their annual
battle over posession of the
highly-honored Blackburn/
McCafferty Trophy. The first
meeting of the season between the 68-year-old rivals
takes place on Feb. 3 at the
Cincinnati Gardens, where
the eventual winner will
receive the coveted silver
bowl with their name engraVf~d upon it.
Initiated in the season of
1980-81,thc Blackburn/
McCafferty trophy is dedicated to Dayton's fonner
Head Basketball Coach, Tom
Blackburn, and former Head
Basketball Coach arid Athletic Director at Xavier, Jim
McCaffcrty. McCafferty was
also the first commissioner of
the MCC.

In addition to the team
award, a Most Valuable
Player is selected and honored with their name engraved on a plaque featuring
a miniature reproduction of
the original trophy. The
game's MVP also receives a

SUCCESS.
.
GET.AN EDGE ON COLLEGE EXPENSES.

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAYfOR C:OWGE.
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Anny ROTC ollom quolilied students IW<>yeor and three·- ocholanhlps that pay
for tuition and rP.qUired educational fee11

and provide an allowance !or telllbooks
and suppUes. ·
.
Yoo'll also receive up ta a SIOOO vrant
each school year the scholarship is in eflect.
So find oot today ii you qualify.

I

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARnST COWGE
COURSE IOU CM TAKE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION C/\l,L
CAPTAIN ROYER /IT
745-36116

The Army can help you get an edge
on college expenses in just two years.
When you enlist and qualify for a
cert.ain skill, you could become eligible
for the Montgomery GI Bill Plus the
Army College Fund. That means you
could earn $17, 000 for college with
a two-year enlistment.
And the Army will give you
another edge, too. You'll develop
the self-discipline, self-confidence and maturity you'll
need to succeed in college..
Find out more about how you can get $17, 000 for
college in just two short years. Call your local Army
Recruiter for more information today.

SGT TIMOTHY THURMAN

684·3247

smaller version of the silver
bowl team trophy.
The Blackbum/McCafferty award is underwritten
by Franklin Savings of Cincinnati, and a contribution is
made to each team's scholarship fund.

·Off Campus
Housing
•Walk to
campus
•Free heat

•Cable
•Parking

Oxford Apts
1005 Dana Ave.
Call Randy ·at
281-8725

or474-0449

Documentary 'Roger & Me' a must-see
By Molly A. Donnellon

The Xavier Newswire
While some movie-goers
will shudder at the term
"documentary," don't let that
scare you from this particular
work. Writer, producer and ·
director Michael Moore grabs
you from your comfortable
theatre seat and drags you
into what Money magazine
describes as the "worst place
to live in America.'~

MOVIE REVIEW
The city is Flint, Michigan
- birthplace of General
Motors - a town which
heavily relies upon the jobs
that GM provides, a town
that literally loses all ability
to survive after 35,000 of the
150,000 people of Flint lose
their jobs and livlihood due
to the closing of the GM
factory. The film takes you to
meet the forgotten GM
worker and attempts to
introduce you to the "fat-cat"
who destroyed the American
dream, Roger Smith, GM
Chairman.
Financed in part by
weekly Bingo games held iil
Flint, Moore and his crew
spent three years in pursuit
of Smith for his home town,
hoping to find out a reason
why the plant closed. He
talks to the newly laid off
workers: one in particular
who holds the Beach Boys'

song, "Wouldn't It Be Nice,"
as his theme, and who now
spends his time shooting
hoops at a mental health
facility. The only secure jobs
in this community are those
with· the sheriff,
who notifies
those of their
eviction, and the
postal workers,
who forward the
mail to those
who have left
A int.
Moore has a
powerful talent.
We hear the
words of Smith
wishing all GM
employees a
prosperous
Christmas while
being shown the
picture of a
family being
forced from their
home on Christmas Eve. Moore
interviews the
people who
weren't affected
by the factory
shutdown,
showing them in·
their rich sur- .
roundings such
as a golf course
while stating
· that "they love ·
Flint," then, low
and behold, the next picture
is of a rat-infested, abandoned home.

Not to be forgotten is how
Moore takes such a dismal
subject and adds humor as a
means of relief." Keeping
your sense of humor is how
•

you cope with depressing
times," Moore explains.
Perhaps the most dramatic

interviews arc the ones with
the celebrities who attempt to
offer the jobless words of encouragement. Moore speaks
to Miss Michigan and asks
her how she
feels about
the situation
in Flint; she
expresses
how sad she
feels about it
then responds, "I'm
in favor of
employment." Who
isn't in favor
of employment is my
question?
Moments
later she is
asked if she
has anything
to say to the
people of
Flint- she
asks them to
·keep their
fingers
crossed for
her since in
two weeks
she goes to
the Miss
America
pagent. Well,
Miss Michigan won that
1988 pagent
but what is
she doing for the people of
Flint now?
The mayor of Flint paid

television evangelist Rev.
Robert Schuller $20,000 to
speak to those hit so hard by
the situation in their city; he
tried to sell them the 'look-tothe-light' message but words
come easy to those being
paid to say them.
To descibe the highlights
of this documentary is impossible for there are too
many. While writing a
simple review, one can't help
but want to slip into commentary and verbally atta~k
the highly paid corporates
who caused the downfall of
A int, Michigan and similar
cities across the United
States. Since, however, this
film was obvious in pointing
the finger to the executive
level, such commentary is
unavoidable. Afterall, this
was the intent of Michael
Moore, who stated that he
wanted "people to leave the
theatre with some spirit in
them .. some life, some sense
of humanity, and hopefully
some anger ... I think that
getting people depressed
only paralyzes th1~m. I don't
think it gets them to go out
and act, and I want people to
do something." Mission accomplished. See this film.
Keep in mind thnt this
happened less than three
miles from our campus when
General Motors shut down
their Norwood plnnt. Point
in fact - it can happen in your
home town.

The College Consortium for International
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participated in CCIS programs in 1988-89.

STUDYINIRELAND
Fall 1990
St. Patrick's College

University of Limerick
L lmerlck, Ireland

Maynooth, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option• International Student Village
• 3,o G.P.A. Required

SPO'JSORING COLLEGES
Keene State ·college, NH
Mohegan Community College

Couldn't get tickets to· tonight's
game, why not get free tickets to a
movie!

Prof. Wllllam ·Spofford
University of Wisconsin - Platteville
308 Warner Hall
Platteville, WI 53818
(608) 342 -1726
.

.

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico,.
Ecuao.,r, Colombia, China, Switzerland.

Pick up a pass for two .in the Newswire Office between
·
4:30-5:00 p.m.
·
This special screening is tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the
·Showcase Cinema Cincinnati (Norwood).
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Dime Store Dream

Magnolias bloom· in the new decade
By Greg Rickert

roll with glimpses of the
"garage rock" sound made
popular i_n the late '60s by
bands like the Troggs and the
Electric Prunes.
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The Magnolias continue to
surge toward the top with
Dime Store Dream, their third
album to be released on
Twin/Tone. Because they
hail from Minneapolis, the
Magnolias have never been
able to escape comparisons
with fellow Minnies the Replacements and Husker Du.
But this album is where the
comparisons should stop.
It's not that the Mags'
sound has changed drastically on the new record.
Actually it has many of the
qualifications that made their
two previous releases Con-.
crete Pillbox and For Rent so
successful. Sure John

Front to back, Dream has a
consistent driving pulse
harnessed by Tom
Lischmann's abrasive but
polished guitar that grabs
you from the first note of
Asking the Time," which
sets the pace for the entire
album.
11

The Mags, from left to right: /oh" Free ma,,, Tom Cook,
·Kyle Killori,,, Tom Lischma""·

but the Magnolias like to
Freeman's vocals may
think they have their own
resemble Replacements lead
original sound. And they
singer Paul'Westerberg, and
. do. What is found on Dime
the energy of the music may
approach tha_t of Husker Du, · Store Dream is raw rock n'

Hard and quick seems·to
be behind the Magnolias'
songs. It seems they have
the Ramones attitude of get
into the song, say what you
have to say, and get out (as
fast as possible).

Though their songs rarely
surpass three minutes, the
Magnolias somehow manage
to establish infectious hooks
in the time allotted. Songs
like "Folks on the Block" and
"In My Nightmare" have a
way of permanently planting
themselves in your head.
Also of note on the record
are ''Don'.t See That Girl," a
semi-ballad which slows the
pace of the album a little but
is still worth a·listen, and
"Fathers and Sins," which
pokes fun at country star
· Hank Williams, Jr.
With th_e continued strong
support that alternative radio
has already shown, Dime
Store Dream may tum out to
be one for the Magnolias.

.PART-:-TIME TELEMARKETING
REPRESENTATIVE
·· If your goal is to enter into the area of software support
and/or sales, then this is the position for you. Computer
science undergraduate degrees, or related
· experience definite advantage.
Established computer software company, Clifton area.
ParHime, flexible hours, salary plus growth opportunity;
Serve as point of contact to identifyopportuni ties to
. market our premiere informiltion resource n'lilnilgement
product, Cincom Project Control System (CPCS). Call 961-;
5300 ext. 4201, Jennifer Niece-Mc Keever.
·
Equal opportunity employer ..

. · MANRESA/ORIENTATION1990 .
. APPLICATIONS & POSITION DESCRIPTIONS for
STUDENT DIRECTOR. (1) and CORE LEADERS (7)
AVAILABLE NOW
. IN :THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT.OFFICE,
UNIVERSITY CENTER .
APPUCATION DEADLINEiFRIDAY, FEBRUARY9, 1990

The Student Director coordinates and supervises the
·activities of.the Core Leaders as they plan and implement
the Manresa program. All must be available to work
throughout the summer._ Core Leaders include:

. . . . · H hly rewording

:i.A./

"COLLEGE GRADS-~.
, .· rtunities, overseas o . . .
oppo . ·.. . rt. ·rs to share their
B.S. self-sta e . . .. ·. ·
. • . .. '""' peo·pie 1nAfnca,
, .skills
Win 1 .·. . .• ·... •. ·.····· •
..
·
.As1aan
.. .
d Latin
Amenca
..
. .
.
PEACE CORPS
·.

Information Table
· All Day February· 13
University Center Lobby

"Let It Begin Here" Peace Corps film
February 13 at 1 p.m.
. University Center- Regis. Room
1-800-521-8686 toll free :

.

Entertaimne"t Coordi,,ator- Responsible for planning, organiza·
tion and coordination of all entertainment & special events for
: Manresa/Orientation. Programming experience preferred.
· Staff Coordinator-Responsible for planning, preparation,
training, and coordination of Staff in their efforts to provide signs,
plan meals & refreshments, organize events and room assignrrietits, etc. Strong organizational skills essential.
Groi1p Leader Trai"i"g Coordinator- Responsible for training of
Group Leaders. Works closely with Small Group Coordinator and
Staff Coordinator. Knowledge of group process helpful, people
skills essential.
. ·
Comm1mica_tio"s Coordi,,ator- Responsible for efforts involving
information and registration, including mailings, registration,
telephone campaign, etc. Strong commitment. to deadlines
essential. .
. ..· . •·· . ·
St~ Fra,,cis Coordi,,ator- Responsible for planning & implementation of all activities on off-campus day as well as all prayer .
services included in the Manresa program. Experience helpful.
Small.Group Coordi,,ator- Responsible for planning smaU-group
, .sessions, speakers, ot_her activities. Creativity& organizational
· . . · •
skills necessary.
· ..
Commuter/Tra,,sferProgram Coordi,,ator:.;. Responsible for the
program components which speak directly to the needs of
•. commuters.and transfer students. Requires energy and creativity.

QUESTIONS?,... Ca11 Sally Watson (745-3166).

caltndau
.
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All announcements for the
· (SAC) to be held at Longweekly calendar must be
worth Design Center at 9
sent to The Xavier Newswire p.m. Tickets are available at
office in the University
the SAC Office.
Center by the Friday prior to
A mixed media sculppublication at 12 p.m.
ture
exhibit will be the
(noon). Please direct inail to
attraction at the Xavier
Maria Lovell, Office ManArt Gallery in the Cohen
ager~ Be sure to include .
Center
. There will be an
naine and phone number.
opening reception from 2 - 4
p.m. ~ith the sculptor, Daniel
Nader.

4

·January

..
31

A panel discussion
~0-spons<>red by The
Cincinnati..:.Kharkov
Sister City Project and Pro. grams in Peace and Justice
will be at 7:15 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium, featuring local
experts in Soviet history,
education and trade.

February
The M~~~aid Tavern
sponsors a Poetry
. Reading, 7:30 p.m. in the
Regis Room. Poet Donald
Revell'will be featured.

1

"Snowball," a Winter
Dance, is an event
coordinated by the
Student Activities Council

2

University Ministry will
show a video entitled
"Joy" featuring Father
Anthony de Mello, S.J., at
12:,10 p.m. in the Ohio Room .
·Bring a brown bag lunch!

5

CP&P encourages par. ticipation in a Resume
Workshop, at 1:30 p.m.
in the Regis Room, as part of
a two-day program for interested students.

6

CP&P continues with a
Job Search Workshop,
also at 1:30 p.m. in the
Regis Room.

7

Miscellaneous
The St. Vincent DePaul
Society on-campus would

With.

like to encourage all students
to once again volunteer their
time and services to the
people of Cincinnati. The
Society offers several opportunities for people to give of
themselves. They include: 1)
the Peaslee Homework Room
(tutoring), Monday - Thursday, 2 ~ 4:30 p.m.; 2) Restoc
(rehabbing houses do:wntown), Saturday, 9 a.m. 12:30 p.m.; 3) St Francis
Seraph Soup Kitchen, Monday and Friday, 4 - 6:30 p.m.;
and 4) the Parish Soup
Kitchen in Covington, fourth
Saturday of every month, 10
a.m. - 2 p.m. St. Vincent
DePaul welcomes your
interest and your calls. Yes,
you can make a difference.
Please call the Dorothy Day
House at 745- 3046 for more
information.

'1/a{entine 's 'Day
Persona&
Cfip-out
All Personals for the
special Valentine's Day
.
section must be paid for
and received by Friday, Feb. 9, at 5 p.m.· The·.
special cost for the ad is $2 for the first 20
words, $.25 for each additional word. All personal ads are subject to approval. '

Come and join Minority
Affairs for a student preview
of "fences" Tuesday, Feb. 27,
at Playhouse inthe Park .. The
·perfonnance begins at 10
a.m. and the cost is $2.50.
There will be no transportation provided. Tickets are on
a first-come, first-serve basis.
Contact Minority Affairs by
Feb. 20 at 745-3181 for details.

futosli

File

New

•

· . Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
·been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
·
.
. · Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a vanety
· of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.. .. ·.
·
· So now there's no reason to settle for an· ordinary PC. With The
-Macintosh Sale, you can windup with much more of a coll1puter.
Without spending.a lot more money.

8€N
8€0

Open •••
Close

Saue. Rs •••
·······~··················~·····················~······~····

8€P
····························································

Quit

••

·The Macintosh Sale.
Now throughJanuafy 31.

.

..

..

.

.

,'

'

.

'

o 1989 Apple Comprller, /11c. Apple, ti.-e Apple logo, ai1d .11:1ci11to$ a~ ,fgisierrd ,,;,ifemarks ofApple Compwer, l11c.

~

'

'

"'Contact Rick Harris. Coordinator of Aaidemic
(',omputing at

7-J~-1980
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